DOGS AT KIRSTENBOSCH

Kirstenbosch is a haven for both plant and animal life, to be enjoyed by all. When walking your dog at Kirstenbosch, please abide by the following rules at all times:

- No dogs allowed inside demarcated area
- Dogs on a leash outside demarcated area

These rules are legally enforceable. Anyone caught breaking them may be fined.

We insist on dogs being kept on a leash, at all times, to prevent these problems:
- Dogs killing indigenous animals and birds.
- Dogs worrying or chasing indigenous animals and birds.
- Dogs disturbing nesting birds.
- Dogs attacking visitors and garden staff, and each other.
- Dogs chasing runners and mountain bikers.
- Dog litter fouling the paths.

The Cape fox, rooikat, genet, grysbok, Cape clawless otter, porcupine and numerous birds live and breed in Kirstenbosch.

If our ‘dog problem’ persists, a total ban on dogs might be enforced.

Please act responsibly and be considerate.

Thank you

Kirstenbosch Management